The aim of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is to correctly identify the meaning of a word in context. All natural languages exhibit word sense ambiguities and these are often hard to resolve automatically. Consequently WSD is considered an important problem in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Standard evaluation resources are needed to develop, evaluate and compare WSD methods. A range of initiatives have lead to the development of benchmark WSD corpora for a wide range of languages from various language families. However, there is a lack of benchmark WSD corpora for South Asian languages including Urdu, despite there being over 300 million Urdu speakers and a large amounts of Urdu digital text available online. To address that gap, this study describes a novel benchmark corpus for the Urdu Lexical Sample WSD task. This corpus contains 50 target words (30 nouns, 11 adjectives, and 9 verbs). A standard, manually crafted dictionary called Urdu Lughat is used as a sense inventory. Four baseline WSD approaches were applied to the corpus. The results show that the best performance was obtained using a simple Bag of Words approach. To encourage NLP research on the Urdu language the corpus is freely available to the research community.
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Introduction
WSD is the problem of identifying the correct sense of a word used in a given context [1] . All natural languages exhibit word sense ambiguity. Human speakers are generally able to resolve this ambiguity unconsciously but doing so is generally a challenging problem for machines. Despite extensive research into the WSD over several decades, the difficulty of the problem means that it is still an open challenge [2] .
WSD has potential applications in many areas of language processing including Information Retrieval [3] , Machine Translation [4] , Information Extraction [5] , Content Analysis [6] , Text Summarization [7] , Discourse Analysis [8] and Natural Language Generation [9] .
Two variants of the WSD problem have been explored: (1) the All-Words WSD task and (2) the Lexical Sample WSD task [10] . In the first case the aim is to disambiguate all content words in a given piece of text (normally a sentence or paragraph) while in the second case a predefined set of target words are provided and the aim is to disambiguate instances of these terms.
Previous studies on Lexical Sample WSD tasks have focused on a range of languages including English, Basque, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Swedish, Spanish, Catalan, Chinese and Romanian [10] [17] [20] [23] [26] [27] [31] [32] . However, WSD has not been widely explored for South Asian languages [33] [34] [35] despite the fact that these languages are spoken by a large number of people. The focus of this paper is on the Lexical Sample WSD task for Urdu, a widely spoken but under-resourced South Asian language.
Urdu is an Indo-Aryan language that inherits its vocabulary and grammatical forms from a range of languages including Arabic, Persian and South Asian languages [14] . It is morphologically rich, some of its words (verbs and nouns) can have more than 40 forms making it difficult to process automatically [16] . Urdu is one of the important international languages with more than 300 million speakers [11] [12] [13] . 151 million are native speakers and the remainder second language speakers 1 . Urdu is the national language of Pakistan where there are more than 11 million speakers. Other countries with a large number of Urdu speakers include India, Bangladesh, USA, UK, and Canada [12] [13] . It is also spoken globally due to the large South Asian diaspora [14] . Despite its wide usage Urdu is still a poorly resourced language for NLP and efforts are being made to create Urdu computational resources [15] .
Benchmark corpora are required to develop, evaluate, analyze and compare WSD systems for the Lexical Sample WSD task. The majority of corpora developed for Lexical Sample WSD tasks are for English and other European languages [1] [17] . However, there is a lack of standard evaluation resources for South Asian languages, particularly Urdu. This study describes a novel benchmark corpus for the Urdu Lexical Sample WSD task and reports baseline experiments using a range of approaches.
Our Urdu Lexical Sample WSD 2018 (ULS-WSD-18) corpus contains 50 target words (30 nouns, 11 adjectives, and 9 verbs). Target words are manually tagged using a sense inventory extracted from a hand crafted dictionary called Urdu Lughat [18] . The corpus contains 7,185 sense tagged instances (75 + 15n sentences for each target word, where n is the number of possible senses of the target word). ULS-WSD-18 is a sense annotated corpus, split into training and testing sets using a 2:1 ratio, and also a dataset that can be used for the Lexical Sample WSD task.
Four baseline WSD algorithms were evaluated against ULS-WSD-18 to demonstrate how the corpus can be used for the development and evaluation of Urdu Lexical Sample WSD systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents existing evaluation resources for the WSD task. Section 3 describes the corpus generation process for our proposed corpus. Section 4 explains the WSD techniques applied on our proposed corpus and how they are evaluated. Section 5 shows results and their analysis. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.
Related Work
Previous literature describes a number of efforts to develop standard evaluation resources for the WSD task. Broadly, existing corpora either focus on the All-Words WSD task or the Lexical Sample WSD task.
The most prominent effort in developing resources for WSD task is the series of competitions organized under the Senseval and SemEval banner. The outcome of these competitions is a set of benchmark corpora for WSD tasks, including Lexical Sample and All-Words [10] [19] [20] [21] . Languages for which these corpora were developed include English, Basque, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, Swedish, Catalan, Chinese and Romanian. WordNet was used as a sense inventory for many of the resources with sense assignments determined by manual tagging [22] .
Three other corpora for the All-Words WSD task are also worthy of mention: (1) SEMCOR WSD corpus [23] , (2) Google WSD corpus 2 and (3) OMSTI (One Million Sense-Tagged Instances) corpus [24] . The SEMCOR WSD corpus is a manually annotated corpus of English. The source text was taken from Brown corpus [25] . It contains 234,000 manually sense annotated sentences. WordNet was used as a source of sense inventory. In addition, Dutch [26] and Japanese [27] versions of this corpus have also been developed. The Google WSD corpus is the largest manually annotated corpus for English. The corpus source text was taken from SEMCOR WSD corpus and MASC WSD corpus [28] (a sense annotated corpus). It is comprises of 248,000 sense annotated sentences. All sentences were manually annotated using the New Oxford American Dictionary (NOAD) [29] . The OMSTI corpus is another large sense annotated corpus of English. Source text for developing this corpus was obtained from the MultiUN corpus 3 . It is comprises of one million word instances semi-automatically annotated with senses from WordNet.
Corpora created for the Lexical Sample WSD task include those developed for Senseval/SemEval and other resources such as: (1) DSO corpus [17] [30], (2) Line-Hard-Serve corpus [31] , (3) Interest corpus [32] , (4) Hindi Sense Tagged corpus [36] . The DSO corpus was constructed using 191 frequent and ambiguous words (121 nouns and 70 verbs). The DSO corpus was developed by selecting 192,800 sentences from the Brown corpus [25] and Wall Street Journal corpus 4 . All the sentences were sense tagged by human taggers (students of University of Singapore) using WordNet as a sense inventory. The Line-Hard-Serve corpus was constructed using three target words: line, hard and serve. Line is used as a noun, hard as an adjective, and serve as a verb. 12,000 instances were manually annotated using WordNet. Source data (for the Line-Hard-Serve corpus) was gathered from Wall Street Journal 4 , American Printing House for the Blind [37] , and San Jose Mercury [38] . The Interest corpus contains 1,470 hand labeled instances of a single target word, interest (used as a noun). Senses were taken from LDOCE 5 dictionary for this corpus and sentences from the Wall Street Journal. The Hindi Sense Tagged corpus was built using 40 target words (nouns). This corpus contains 2,369 manually tagged instances (senses for a target word were collected from Hindi Word-Net 6 ). Source data for creating this corpus was taken from India info Dainik Jagran 7 , Khoj, Hindi Wikipedia 8 , Webdunia 9 websites and the EMILLE corpus [39] [40] .
We only found one sense tagged Urdu corpus in the previous literature. The Sense Tagged CLE Urdu Digest corpus was developed for the All-Words WSD task. The source text for the development of this resource was taken from CLE Urdu Digest corpus [41] . It contains 17,006 manually sense annotated sentences (senses of tagged words were extracted from CLE Urdu WordNet [42] ). All sentences in the corpus were annotated by a single annotator over a period of 10 months.
A detailed survey of Urdu language processing [13] describes resources (and their characteristics), tasks, techniques, and applications of Urdu language processing. Studies have also been carried out with a particular focus on the Urdu Named Entity Recognition (NER) task. Approaches were categorized into three groups by [43] : (1) Rule-Based, (2) Machine Learning, and (3) Hybrid. The challenges faced when processing the Urdu language and a novel algorithm for Urdu NER were also proposed [43] . A rule-based Urdu N-ER algorithm was proposed by [12] . They also discuss the differences between Urdu and other South Asian languages, particularly Hindi, in the context of the NER task.
The literature includes some significant contributions around WSD for South Asian languages. Three studies apply supervised learning methods for Urdu WSD [16, 44, 45] . However, these approaches are not based on standard datasets, do not apply extensive feature extraction methods and do not explore a range of classifiers. Researchers also explored WSD for other South Asian languages including Hindi [46] , Tamil [47] and Telugu [48] .
To conclude, benchmark Lexical Sample WSD corpora have been developed for many languages but not for Urdu. As far as we are aware, the ULS-WSD-18 corpus is a sense annotated data set developed for the Urdu Lexical Sample WSD task.
Corpus

Source Data
The ULS-WSD-18 corpus was created using the UrMono corpus [15] , the largest freely available corpus of Urdu language that can be used for noncommercial research purposes. The UrMono corpus contains 95.4 million tokens and 5.4 million sentences. All tokens were Part of Speech (PoS) tagged using the CLE PoS tagset [49] with an accuracy of 87.98%. Data in the Ur-Mono corpus was collected from a variety of domains including news, religion, blogs, literature, science and education.
Words Selection
A predefined set of target words is needed to create the gold standard ULS-WSD-18 corpus. We selected 50 words (30 nouns, 11 adjectives and 9 verbs) which were highly frequent and polysemous in the entire UrMono corpus. Table 1 shows the 50 selected words along with their PoS tag, frequency (in the UrMono corpus) and number of senses (in the Urdu Lughat). Stop words were ignored and only the most frequent and ambiguous content words were selected. The advantage of selecting frequent and ambiguous words is that it increases lexical coverage and makes the task more challenging [20] . The number of senses For each selected word varies from 2 to 8. The most frequent of the 50 selected words is (pronounced as Dil and appears 83,949 times in the UrMono corpus) and the least frequent (pronounced as Khat and appears 7,487 times).
Sense Inventory
We found three resources which could potentially be used to generate a sense inventory: (1) Indo WordNet 10 [50], (2) CLE Urdu WordNet 11 [42] and (3) Urdu Lughat dictionary 12 . These resources were manually inspeected to determine which is most suitable for use as a sense inventory. The Indo WordNet project aimed to develop WordNets for multiple languages spoken in India including Hindi, Marathi, Konkani, Urdu, Sanskrit, Nepali, Kashimiri, Assamese, Tamil, Malyalam, Telugu, Kannad, Manipuri, Bodo, Bangla, Punjabi and Gujarati. We applied our selected target words as input to Indo WordNet using its online interface 10 and it failed to return senses for many words or the number of senses returned were very low. For example, for the target words (Dil) and (Tor), Indo WordNet returned nothing (i.e. the words were not found in the resource) and only one sense was returned for the target word (Nazar). The second available choice for generating a sense inventory was CLE Urdu WordNet. It contains only 6,000 unique words along with their senses. Again, similar to Indo WordNet, the majority of our selected words were not found or had a very small number of senses. For example, (Dil) was not found 
in CLE Urdu WordNet. It returns only three senses for (Nazar) and two senses for (Tor) (i.e. the number of senses returned is small).
The third choice was the Urdu Lughat dictionary [18] . Urdu Lughat is an Urdu to Urdu dictionary, which is manually created by the Dictionary Board, Karachi, Pakistan and is freely available for research purposes through its online interface 12 . It contains more than 120,000 unique words along with their senses, synonyms, glosses and descriptive examples. We found multiple senses for all the 50 target words. For example, it returns 6 senses for (Dil), 6 senses for (Nazar) and 2 senses for (Tor). To conclude, among all the three available resources, manual inspection showed that the best resource for sense inventory generation was Urdu Lughat and it was therefore selected for this study.
Each entry in the sense inventory comprises one of the 50 target words, its PoS tag, frequency of occurrence in the UrMono corpus and number of senses (obtained from Urdu Lughat). Table 2 shows five highly frequent and ambiguous target words along with their senses extracted from Urdu Lughat 13 . Table 2 illustrates the range of senses for words in the corpus, making the WSD task more realistic and challenging.
Sentence Selection
75 + 15n sentences were extracted from the UrMono corpus for each target word, where n represents the number of senses for a target word [10] [20] . For instance, the target word (Dil) has six senses, therefore 165 (75 + 15 × 6) sentences were chosen. The number of senses of the target words varies from 2 (105 sentences) to 8 (195 sentences). Table 3 shows example sentences for six different senses of the target word (Dil).
Urdu Annotation Tool (UAT)
A web based UAT was built using PHP and MySQL to manually annotate sentences containing one of the target words. The complete code of UAT is available on GitHub 14 . Fig. 1 shows the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the UAT. Box 1 shows that currently annotator 1 is assigning senses to sentences. The sentences to be annotated appear in Box 4. The target word under consideration is shown in Box 2 along with the word ID. Box 3 shows all possible senses for the target word being annotated. In Fig. 1 , the word under consideration for annotation, (Dil) (see Box 3), has six possible senses. An additional option, "Sense not Clear", is available for when none of these senses appear appropriate (a value of -1 will be assigned when this option is selected). When an annotator assigns a sense to the target word of a sentence, it will appear in a small text box near the sentence ID (see first line in Box 4). The Save button is used to store all data in a persistent storage. Annotators can use arrow buttons near Box 2 to load the next word for annotation.
The corpus was analyzed by three annotators. The first two independently tagged senses in each sentence and conflicts were resolved by the third annotator. Fig. 2 shows the GUI of the UAT shown to the third annotator. This annotator is only shown the sentences where there was disagreement between the first two annotators. The interface shows the senses assigned by the first two annotators and allows the third annotator to make the final sense selection.
Annotations and Inter-annotator Agreement
The ULS-WSD-18 corpus was manually annotated by three annotators. All the annotators were native speakers of Urdu with a high level of proficiency in the language and had knowledge of the WSD task. In the first stage, annotators 1 and 2 annotated a subset of 200 sentences, computed inter-annotator agreement and discussed their annotations, particularly conflicting ones. In the second stage, the remainder of the corpus was annotated by annotators 1 and 2 and inter-annotator agreement computed for the entire corpus. Sentences where annotators 1 and 2 disagreed were then annotated by the third annotator.
The inter-annotator agreement obtained is 90.1% and the weighted kappa score is 0.82. This result shows a good agreement, considering the fact that each target word has at least two possible senses.
Corpus Characteristics
The corpus contains 222,533 tokens and 7,185 sentences. The tokens consist of 57,150 nouns, 25,719 verbs, 15,297 adjectives, 3,557 adverbs and 120,810 belonging to the other PoS categories.
The corpus is also split into training and testing sets. The training set contains two-thirds of the sentences (4,790 sense tagged instances) and the test set the remaining third (2,395 sense tagged instances). The splits take account of the number of sentences that belong to a particular sense. For example, if sense S 1 of word W 1 has 30 sentences then 20 will be used in training set and 10 for testing set. The ULS-WSD-18 15 corpus is freely and publicly available for research purposes under a Creative Commons license. 
Corpus Encoding
The corpus is released in a standard XML format [51] containing 50 context files (one file for each target word). Each file contains 75+15n sentences (where n represents the number of senses for a target word) with training and testing splits. Fig. 3 shows a single sentence from the corpus in XML format. In this example <contextfile fileno="file_number" filename="urduname"> indicates the beginning of the context file. The fileno attribute shows the file number (which ranges from 1 to 50) and the filename attribute the name of the file. <s snum="sentence_number"> indicates the beginning of a sentence and snum unique sentence number assigned to a particular sentence in a context file. The <wf PoS="PoS_tag" ws="Word_sense_number" > tag shows the beginning of each tagged word while the PoS and ws attributes show (respectively) the word's PoS tag and sense number.
WSD Experiments
We developed four baseline WSD approaches to demonstrate how the ULS-WSD-18 corpus can be used for the development and evaluation of Lexical Sample WSD systems for Urdu: (1) Most Frequent Sense, (2) Part of Speech tags based method, (3) Bag of Words and (4) Word Embeddings. The following sections describe these approaches, the data set used for the experiments, our evaluation methodology and the evaluation measures employed.
Approaches for Lexical Sample Word Sense Disambiguation
Most Frequent Sense (MFS) Approach
It is common for one sense of a polysemous word to occur more frequently than the others [52] [53] and this sense is commonly known as MFS. A very simple disambiguation approach can be designed that assigns to each word its most frequent meaning. We applied the MFS approach for each of the 50 target words separately and reported the averaged accuracy in Table 7 .
Part of Speech Tags based Approach
PoS tags of neighboring words are a useful feature for WSD [1] . Let w i be a target word then a PoS based feature vector (2x2 widow size) can be written as: [P oS i−2 , P oS i−1 , P oS i+1 , P oS i+2 , Labeled_Sense] in which P oS i−1 and P oS i+1 indicate the PoS tags of the previous and next words respectively. Similarly P oS i−2 and P oS i+2 represent the PoS tags of the preceding and following two words of a target word. Labeled_Sense indicates the manually assigned sense. Table 4 shows example sentences of a target word (Dil) with different context window sizes. We applied three PoS tags based approaches i.e. PoS-1x1, PoS-2x2, and PoS-3x3 on the ULS-WSD-18 corpus. PoS-1x1 means to construct a feature vector PoS tags of one word from the right and the left of target word is considered and for PoS-2x2 PoS tags of two words from the right and the left are considered and so on. Table 5 shows an example of three feature vectors (2x2 of word (Dil)) with their labeled senses. We converted all 50 data files (training and testing) within ULS-WSD-18 corpus into PoS based feature vectors, which were used to train and test a range of machine learning algorithms.
Bag of Words (BoW) Approach
BoW is another method extensively used for supervised WSD algorithms [54] . In this approach, the words surrounding the target are used as features. The positions of words in the context are ignored and the features simply encode whether a particular word appears in the context or not. All of the words surrounding words a target word were used to construct the feature.
Word Embeddings (WE) Approach
WE are low dimensional vectors designed to represent word semantics. They do not produce sparse vectors unlike some alternative approaches to distributional semantics. The widely applied Word2Vec embeddings [55] were used to create another WSD method. There are two variants of this model: (1) Continuous Bag Of Words (CBOW) and (2) Skip-gram. In the CBOW architecture, a system aims to predict the nearest word on the basis of provided context words, in contrast, in the skip-gram model a system aim to predict nearest words on the basis of a given target word. The skip-gram architecture was used for this study.
To accurately train a WE model, a large amount of training data is required [56] . For these experiments, a WE model (with skip-gram architecture) was trained on the entire UrMono corpus, which contains 94.5 million tokens of Urdu. We used Word2Vec with the deeplearning4java library 16 [57] . The trained WE model was used to extract nearest word embeddings for all 50 target words in the ULS-WSD-18 corpus. The number of nearest words extracted for each target word were: 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500. Feature vectors (based on nearest neighbors) were used to train and test the various machine learning algorithms used in this study.
Evaluation Methodology
Following standard practice in WSD research, the problem of correctly tagging the sense of a target word in a given sentence is treated as a supervised classification task.
We applied three feature extraction techniques i.e. PoS tags based approaches, BoW approaches and WE approaches (see Section 4.1). Five different machine learning algorithms were explored: Naive Bayes [58] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) [59] , K-Nearest Neighbor [60] , ID3 [61] , and Multilayer Perceptron [62] . Each classifier was separately trained and tested for each target word using the training and test splits. Results are averaged over all 50 words in the corpus.
Evaluation Measures
Measures are borrowed from Machine Learning and Information Retrieval are conventionally used to evaluate WSD [1] . In this study, the evaluation was carried out using the most widely used evaluation measures i.e., Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F 1 measures. Consider the confusion matrix shown in Table 6 [63] . On the basis of this confusion matrix, evaluation measures can be defined as follows: The Accuracy (A) of a WSD system is defined as the proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct.
The Precision (P ) of a WSD system is the proportion of the predicted positive cases that were correct.
P =
T P T P + F P
The Recall (R) of a WSD system is defined as the proportion of positive cases that were correctly identified.
F 1 measure is a specific relationship (harmonic mean) between precision (P ) and recall (R).
Averaged Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F 1 scores are computed using all the 50 target words in the proposed ULS-WSD-18 corpus and are reported in this study. Table 7 shows averaged accuracy, Precision, Recall and F 1 -measure scores for various WSD techniques used in this study. Table 8 shows averaged accuracy scores obtained on three PoS categories (nouns, verbs, and adjectives) when four different WSD approaches are applied. In these tables, "Technique" refers to the WSD feature extraction approach used to identify the proper sense of a word in a particular sentence. "ML Algorithm" refers to the Machine Learning algorithms used for training and testing models based on features extracted using WSD approaches. PoS-1x1 means that a feature vector is formed by considering the PoS tag of one word from the left, and one word from right side of target word. Similarly, PoS-2x2 means that feature vectors are formed by considering the PoS tags of two words from the left, and two words from right side of target word and so on. "WE-100" means the 100 neighboring words (from trained WE model) of target word are used to form a feature vector, "WE-200" means the 200 words (from the trained WE model) neighboring the target word are used and so on. "SVM" refers to Support Vector Machine classifier. "KNN" refers to K-Nearest Neighbors classifier. "ID3" refers to Iterative Dichotomiser 3 classifier. Table 7 shows that all three approaches outperform the MFS baseline approach (Accuracy = 68.763). The best results are obtained using the BoW approach (Accuracy = 81.495 and F 1 = 0.784). For the PoS tags based approach, the highest score is obtained using PoS-3x3 approach (Accuracy = 73.437 and F 1 =0.674). However, this performance is almost the same as obtained for PoS-1x1 and PoS-2x2 approaches, demonstrating that variation in the context window does not have an impact on WSD performance on our proposed corpus. For the WE approach, the highest score is obtained using WE-200 approach (Accuracy=72.361 and F 1 = 0.628). Varying the size of the embedding does not greatly affect the results, and accuracy is broadly similar across all settings. Although accuracy is lower (71.842%) for WE-500.
Results and Analysis
Comparing machine learning algorithms, the highest results are obtained using Naive Bayes in most cases. Also, the overall highest results are obtained when Naive Bayes is used with BoW features. Table 8 shows the averaged accuracy broken down by PoS catgeory. Overall, these results show that the WSD system performs better when disambiguating nouns than verbs and adjectives. A possible reason is nouns can be disambiguated more accurately using the MFS approach (Accuracy= 71.564%). The best results are obtained using the BOW approach with averaged accuracy score of 82.939%, 77.055% and 81.192% for nouns, verbs and adjectives respectively.
The highest performance for the PoS tag based approaches is obtained by using PoS-3x3 for nouns (Accuracy = 75.260%), PoS-2x2 for verbs (Accuracy = 71.620%) and PoS-1x1 for adjectives (Accuracy = 71.344%). Results for nouns are higher than other PoS categories, similar to the pattern of results observed for the BoW approach. Previous work on WSD has also found the most useful feature to vary by PoS. Table 9 Five sentences, which were wrongly classified by BoW approach and Naive Bayes machine learning algorithm for the target word (Mukammal).
Sr No
Sentence with roman Urdu transliteration Correct Predicted 1 Sense2 Sense1
Un kay mutabiq ehalkaron nay is shart par hathyaar dale hain kay inhen mukammal tahaffuz frahem kya jaye ga.
Sense4 Sense1
(Mukammal Urdu package install karne kay liye acha free host hay) lehaza yahan mein nay Urdu PHP fusion ki compress file upload kar kay install ki hay. 3
Sense1 Sense4
Ali-alsubah bazaar say kitabon ki kharidari mukammal karnae kay baad hum lazzat kaam-o-dahan ki azmaish ki khatir Karachi saddar ki mashhoor Sabri nehari ka qasad kiye chand ahbaab ki mayt mein nikla hi chahte thay kay aik karam farma nay rastae mein roka aur sargoshi kay andaaz mein kaha chupkay say chalay aayea. 4
Sense4 Sesne1 Yani mukammal voting ki bunyaad par jamhoriat ho. 5
Sense4 Sense1 Dosra half mukammal tor par Australia kay naam raha aur us nay mazeed chaar goal kyae.
Simlarly, the best performance for the WE approach is obtained for nouns using the WE-300 approach (Accuracy = 74.071%). The highest results for verbs and adjectives are obtained using WE-200 and WE-300 (68.890% and 72.836% respectively). Again different context sizes are shown to produce different results for three PoS categories (nouns, verbs and adjectives).
Finally, accuracy scores using the MFS approach are 71.564% for nouns, 63.284% for verbs and 65.605% for adjectives. This method produces the lowest performance among all of the four WSD approaches that were applied. Table 9 shows the correct senses and wrongly classified senses (using BoW approach with Naive Bayes machine learning algorithm) for the target word (Mukammal). In this table, "Correct" means the actual sense manually assigned by human annotators and "Predicted" means the sense predicted by the algorithm. The word (Mukammal) has four senses in the sense inventory,:
(Takmeel kya gaya), (Bharpoor), (Khalis), and (Kulie, Bekam). The majority of mistakes for the examples in Table  9 are between Sense1 and Sense4, reflecting the algorithm's behaviour.
Conclusion
Urdu is a widely spoken but severely under-resourced language in terms of corpora suitable for NLP purposes. Our novel contribution as described in this paper is a newly developed and freely available benchmark corpus for the Urdu Lexical Sample WSD task. The corpus contains 50 target words (30 nouns, 11 adjectives, and 9 verbs) and 7,185 sentences. In addition to the creation of the dataset, we applied four baseline WSD approaches to the corpus in order to evaluate their suitability. The results of our WSD experiments show that the BoW approach gives the highest performance. In the future, we plan to continue the work by applying other WSD approaches to the Lexical Sample WSD corpus.
